In this paper we use Toeplitz quantization to extend in a very natural way Kostant's theorem for the group SU (m) to the group of symplectomorphisms of the unit sphere and we also give another proof of the infinite dimensional version of Schur and Horn theorem for the sphere based on Schur and Horn theorem for Hermitian matrices.
Introduction
This is a continuation of our past work [?, ?] where we have shown certain analogies between infinite dimensional Lie group and finite compact Lie group. In this paper we exhibit close relationships between Kostant's Theorem for the special unitary group and the infinite version of Kostant'Theorem for unit sphere in Horn's Theorem: Let (a 00 , · · · , a mm ) ∈ R m+1 such that relations (??) are verified, then there exists a Hermitian matrix A that has λ m for spectrum and its main diagonal is (a 00 , · · · , a mm ). In order to find the reformulation of Kostant's theorem for the sphere, we will look at the behaviour of each ingredient in the Kostant's theorem: we will see that a square integrable function f on the sphere can be identified with a sequence T m f of hermitian matrices, that the set of eigenvalues for the matrices T m f determine the decreasing rearrangement of the function f , that the union of all maximal tori T m is the group of diffeomorphisms of the sphere that rotates the circles of latitudes. We will also prove that the union of the (m+1) symmetric group of (m + 1) letters is nothing but the semi-group of all preserving measure transformations of the unit interval. Our main tools in this work are Toeplitz quantization . We also use material on the pre-ordering majorization and decreasing rearrangement theory.We will review these two notions for the convenience of the reader.
Toeplitz Quantization
Let Ω be the Fubini-Study Symplectic form on the sphere CP(1) which is in the local coordinate [1, w] is given by
The tensor power L ⊗m of the standard hyperplane bundle L has (m+1) linearly independent sections which in local coordinate w are just 1, w, ..., w m . The vector space Γ m hol is spanned by 1, w, ..., w m and comes equipped with the scalar product
Now let Γ 
where M f is multiplication by f. 
2. Expand f (r, θ) in a Fourier series: f dΩ.
Proof:
1. The hermitian product (??) applied to the sections
and a table of integrals gives the value stated of γ m,k .
2. We also get the entries of the matrix T m f :
The asymptotic approximation of (T m f ) k,l is a straight forward application of Laplace approximation to γ m,k , γ m,l and to
Laplace approximation reads
where the function φ has a local minimum at x 0 .
where δ l k is the Kronecker symbol.
5
. Since matrices and functions are not from the nature, it will be more convenient to identify the vector space of Hermitian matrices with a subspace of step functions of L 2 (CP(1), Ω). To do so let φ be the local chart defined on the sphere minus the North pole by
To the Hermitian matrix A = (a kl ) k,l , we associate the step function
In this way the vector space H m of m × m Hermitian matrices is identified with a subspace of L 2 (CP (1), Ω). These identifications allows one to think of su(∞) as all square integrable function on the sphere CP(1).
Maximal torus
Theorem 3.1 Let T (CP (1)) be the group of all invertible measure transformations of the sphere that rotate every circle of latitude. The torus T m can be identified with a subgroup of T (CP (1)) and therefore T (CP (1)) is union of all the tori T m .
Proof:
Think of CP (1) as the sphere in R 3 . Then the one dimensional torus S 1 acts on it by rigid rotations about the vertical axis. This action is Hamiltonian with respect to the Fubini-Study Symplectic form Ω and has a moment map J : CP(1) −→ R that associates to each point its height above the equatorial plane:
(3.1)
.., e iθm be an element of the torus
by rotating each spherical segment S m k by an angle θ k around the vertical axis. Of course, this action is not differentiable if the angles θ k are different. But these spherical segments get thinner and thinner as m gets bigger and bigger. Ultimately, they will shrink down to circles and the action of the tori T m will be just rotating the circles of latitudes. So for each m we will identify the torus T m with the subgroup of T (CP (1)). Let (θ 0 , θ 1 , ..., θ m ) ∈ R m+1 and let χ k be the characteristic function of the interval
The action of the torus T m on the sphere can be written
Conversely let φ ∈ T (CP (1)). In the chart [1, re iθ ], we can write φ(r, θ) = (r, e iθ+if (r) ) for a certain measurable function f . Since the function f can be approximated by a sequence of step functions
m . It is interesting to notice the one time flow of the hamiltonian vector field X f of a function f that is constant on the circles of latitudes rotates the circles of latitudes. In other words, Exp(X f ) is just our usual exponential of lie group. We have the following commutative diagram where Smeas(CP (1) is the set of all invertible measure preserving transformations of the sphere. ii Rot m is the map that rotates each spherical segment with angle θ k .
iii exp is the usual exponent
iiii EXP (f ) is the rotation with an angle of f (r).
Eigenvalues
Before looking at the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues of the hermitian matrix T m f , let us review quickly the notion of decreasing rearrangement of a function. This is a deep generalization of the simple act of arranging a finite list of numbers in decreasing order. A function is a list of continuously many numbers, and it may be useful, in certain applications, to rearrange those in a different order, for instance because comparisons between complicated functions become feasible.
Because of the importance of f * in the sequel, we will follow [?, ?] and describe how to construct the decreasing rearrangement of a step function:
We order the values of f in a decreasing order: t 1 > t 2 > · · · > t p and to each values t j we associate the set
Fore more on decreasing rearrangement of a function, one can also see [?] .It a striking fact that the decreasing rearrangement o the function f is determined by the decreasing rearrangement of the eigenvalues of the matrix T m f as it is shown by the following theorem. 
Then the sequence of decreasing rearrangement of the functions Λ m (r) converges point-wise almost everywhere to the decreasing rearrangement f * of the function f .
Proof :
In [?], V.Guillemin has proved in a more general setting a version of Szegö' Theorem ,that in the case of our sphere says: : for every continuous function φ,
But since f and f * are equi-measurable, we have
Relation (??) becomes 
and if we set s = k\m, in (??), then
from which we get lim m →+∞ Λ m (s) = 1 − s or J * (s) = 1 − s.
Weyl group
In this section we will show that when m goes to infinity, the symmetric group m can be identified with the set of measure preserving transformation of the unit interval. The Lebesgue measure on the unit interval I = [0, 1] will be always denoted by | · |. A map φ from [0, 1] to itself is a measure preserving transformation if
The set of all (non necessary invertible ) measure preserving transformation of the unit interval will be denoted Smeas(I). The invertible ones will be denoted by Imeas(I). Each S ∈ Smeas(I) determine a bounded linear operator P S on So the Weyl group in Kostant's theorem for SU(m+1 )witch is the symmetric group of (m+1) letters becomes the semigroup Smeas(I),the set of non-invertible measure transformations of the unit interval.
The Orbit of the Weyl group
We would like to see here the behaviour of the Weyl group orbit m (λ m ) when m gets bigger. We have seen that the group of permutations m can be identified with the subgroup of invertible measure transformation of the unit interval [0, 1] and also that the eigenvalues λ m k determine the decreasing rearrangement of the function f . Therefore it reasonable to expect that the orbit of the Weyl group m (λ m ) will be To be more precise, let us identify the spectrum λ m = (λ 
Projection
Recall that the projection π m in Kostant's theorem picks up the diagonal of the matrix. To find therefore the limit of π m when m goes to infinity we have to find the asymptotic approximation of the main diagonal of the Hermitian matrix T 
Kostant'sTheorem
From all above, we see that the following theorem proved in ([?]) is in fact a straightforward generalization of the Kostant's theorem for the Lie group SU (m + 1): one can think of the function f as a hermitian matrix whose spectrum is f * , the orbit of f is then all functions whose decreasing rearrangement is f * , the "Weyl group" is in this case the semi-group of all measure preserving transformations of the unit interval[0, 1], the projection of f is the zero fourier coefficient of f . Theorem 9.1 Let f : CP(1) −→ R and let f * be the decreasing rearrangement of f . Before giving the proof of the theorem, let us introduce another practical way to characterise convex sets in R n and in L 1 ([0, 1]).
Definition 9.1
1. For x ∈ R n , let x * denote the vector obtained by rearranging the components of x in non-increasing order.
Then if x and y are vectors in R n then We say y majorizes x if
Let f * and g * be the decreasing rearrangement of f and g. We say that f majorizes g ( written g ≺ f ) if This translated to step functions becomes as in (??)
Taking the limit as m goes to infinity we get , let g α ∈ Ls mα ·Λ mα be a generalized sequence that converges weakly to g. A theorem by Rado states g α ∈ co mα ·Λ mα ⇔ g α ≺ Λ mα . Horn's Theorem implies that there exists a Hermitian matrix G α whose spectrum is λ mα and its principal diagonal is g α . Now since Toeplitz quantization is surjective, there exists a function G α such that T So for large m α , the functions G α are in the orbit of f which is weakly compact . Therefore we can extract a sub-generalized sequence that we denote again by G α which converges weakly to a function G which because of the weak compactness belongs to the orbit of f . To summarize, we have constructed a generalized sequence G α α ∈ O(f ) that converges weakly to G such that the Toeplitz quantization T mα Gα has spectrum λ mα and principal diagonal g α . The projection π m still converge to π for the weak topology.
and that ends the proof of the Theorem.
Based on this result, we strongly believe that Toeplitz Quantization can be used to extend many results from finite dimensional Lie group and Lie algebra to infinite dimensional group of symplectomorphisms of compact manifold.
